Mini Mic Cheat Sheet

3 ways to use!

1. Worn by the instructor
2. Placed flat on the table for small group work
3. Plugged into media with audio cord instead of wearing headphones

Remember to charge the Mini mic every day after school!

The Mini Mic will be used with the student’s Resound hearing aid, BAHA, or Cochlear Implant:

Hearing Aids  BAHA  Cochlear Implant

To activate streaming to the student’s personal device, the student must push and hold the program button (shown with arrow above) for 3 seconds. When they release the button, they will hear a “waterfall” tone indicating that they are in streaming mode.

***If the mic is muted for more than 5 minutes, it will disconnect and the student will need to re-activate streaming***
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The mini mic should already be paired with the student’s HA, BAHA, or CI. If not, follow these instructions to pair:

**Pairing the Multi Mic in channel 1**

1. Make sure the Multi Mic is turned ON. Your hearing instruments must be OFF – open the battery doors.

2. With the tip of a pen or similar object, press the small pairing button once, as shown in the picture to the right. The status LED will now blink orange once every 2 seconds to indicate that the Multi Mic is ready to be paired in channel 1. Your Multi Mic will remain in Pairing mode for 20 seconds.

3. While in Pairing mode, close the battery doors on both hearing instruments and make sure they are ON. A successful pairing will be indicated by an audible melody being played in both hearing instruments and the status LED (see page 8) will stay solid orange for 3 seconds. You are now ready to use the Multi Mic!